=ceforul===20==20=Host Erryn says:
=MISSION SUMMARY: The Artemis, having picked up Dr. =Jerhaz and being briefly reunited with Captain Vraylle, has left the =starbase to rendezvous with the comet as ordered.
=Host Erryn says:
=ETA: 12 minutes, 17 seconds.
=  Host Erryn says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
= CEO_Russel says:
=::In ME, checking power allocation.::=20
=EO_Woo says:
=::in ME next to CEO::
= XOMacMer says:
=::On bridge, still in charge after departing Star =Base....::
= Jerhaz says:
=::Walks onto the bridge, looking very serious, even for a =Vulcan::
= XOMacMer says:
=*EO*: How are the new Dilitium crystals holding up?
= CTO_Somak says:
=::walks down the corridors with a tricorder, checking the =crew::
=EO_Woo says:
=*XO* One second, please, sir ::checks crystals::
= EMH says:
=::appears in sickbay.. looking around rather perplexed::: =self: I'm a doctor not a light ...
= EO_Woo says:
=*XO* The crystals have been fully installed by the CEO =and should be ready...
= Jerhaz says:
=XO: Commander MacMer, what is our ETA?
= EO_Woo says:
=::checks deuterium storage tanks::
= EMH says:
=::looks for the CMO and realizes why the computer =activated him::
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Enters the bridge and takes a seat at beside the XO:: =XO: Good afternoon, commander... I'm counselor Farrel, I believe we met =briefly before departing for Risa sir...
=XOMacMer says:
=::Taking a look at the feed from navigation:: Jerhaz: =Looks to be approximately 12 minutes.
= EMH says:
=self: well.. it looks like I am the night light.. ::goes =to main sickbay and pulls up the master display screen.. looking over =the status of sickbay::
= FCO_Teasley says:
=::walks to the helm::
= Jerhaz says:
=XO: When will your crew be able to run Long Range scans?
= ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Makes a minor adjustment to the sensors::
= ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz/XO:  I have the comet on long range sensors now
= XOMacMer says:
=Jerhaz: The CSO should be starting them any time.
= EMH says:
=::picks up a PADD and has a short walk around sickbay.. =making a list of needed supplies and running a few scheduled =diagnostics::
= FCO_Teasley says:
=::at the helm::
= XOMacMer says:
=*EO*: I understand, Please let me know if they show any =problems.
= CTO_Somak says:
=::turns off the tricorder, and presses the button for the =turbolift::
= XOMacMer says:
=::Making note in PADD on dilithium crystal status...::
= EO_Woo says:
=*XO* Of course, sir. Woo out. ::completes deuterium =storage tank diagnostic::
= Jerhaz says:
=::Walks over to the ACSO and hands her a PADD:: ACSO: =Begin modulating the scanners to these frequencies once we drop out of =warp.
= CTO_Somak says:
=::steps inside:: TL: Bridge.
= XOMacMer says:
=Jerhaz: Please advise the FCO of your requirements and =he'll plot what ever course you need.
= CNS_Farrel says:
=::Wonders if the XO heard her, shrugs and begins looking =over a PADD::
=EMH says:
=::walks back to the CMO's office and has a seat:: Self: =ah so this is the great office? ::frowns:: it's to cheerily.. ::goes =back to reading the PADD::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::takes the PADD and looks over the changes::  Jerhaz:  =No problem.  I should have it done in about 5 minutes.
=Jerhaz says:
=XO: Understood. FCO: Once we are in the vicinity of the =comet LES10093A, slow us to match course and speed along side, =1,000,000km.
=CTO_Somak says:
=::takes tactical station::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Finally noticing the CNS and that they're looking =rather intently at him...:: CNS: Excuse me, did I miss something?
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Make sure you do. ::Turns away from her and looks =at the FCO for a resonance::
=FCO_Teasley says:
=Jerhaz: Aye Doc.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Glancing at the PADD, begins to make the adjustments::
= FCO_Teasley says:
=XO: ETA is 5 minutes
=EMH says:
=::pokes at a PADD.::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::At each adjustment she glances over, seeing that they =are picking up more data::
=XOMacMer says:
=FCO: Very good.  Keep the good Doctor happy...
=CNS_Farrel says:
=XO: Um, hi commander MacMer? I'm counselor Farrel...this =is the first time I’ve had a chance to introduce myself.
=XOMacMer says:
=CNS: Yes it is.  I'm sorry to take so long to talk with =you. Hum.. Hello.
=CTO_Somak says:
=::takes a good look at Dr Jerhaz::
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Once you begin to receive telemetry on the Rad =scanners, transfer all the data to my console...::Moves over to a =console near the ACSO and sits down::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz/XO:  I have some data coming in.  It appears your =comet is rich in hydrocarbon compounds.  Nothing out of the normal in =that.  However, it does appear to be a=20bit higher percentage then normal.
=EMH says:
=::pokes at the PADD a bit longer.. then holomatrix =fizzles:: self: whoa.. what’s going on here ::stands and gets all =static::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Transfers the incoming data::
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Reset the scanners modulation, rescan and =confirm...
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Goes back to making the next set of adjustments::
=XOMacMer says:
=CSO: Alright thank you.
=FCO_Teasley says:
=Jerhaz: Anything else Doc
=Host Erryn says:
=ACTION: The Artemis arrives at the comet.
=EMH says:
=::stabilizes::
=EO_Woo says:
=CEO: I'd like to degauss the navigational array; may I do =so at this time?
=XOMacMer says:
=;;Turning to CTO:: CTO: Could you work up some area =scans.  Make sure that there aren't any tactical surprises happening to =us?
=FCO_Teasley says:
=XO: We've arrived
=CTO_Somak says:
=XO: Already underway, sir. ::attempts to speed the =process up::
=XOMacMer says:
=CTO: Thanks.
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Looks at the comet on the viewer::
=EMH says:
=*EO*: I'm having problems with my holomatrix...
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::pulls up to the comet as the doc said::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz:  Resetting.... and... confirming.  ::glances at =the data::  Same.  I am also reading mostly methane and Frozen H2O.
=Jerhaz says:
=::Looks up and looks at the view screen::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Turning back to FCO:: FCO: Noted, station us as the =Doctor indicates, but keep in touch with tactical for space debris and =any other ship arrivals.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Seeing something odd, refines the sensors::  Hmmm... =this is odd...
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Looking at the viewer:: All: It's...beautiful...
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Explain.
=FCO_Teasley says:
=XO: Aye sir
=EO_Woo says:
=*EMH* I'll be right there. CEO: I guess I won't be doing =the degauss...
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz:  There appears to be a faint energy signature =coming from the comet it self.
=EO_Woo says:
=::leaves ME::
=Jerhaz says:
=CNS: Beautiful does not describe the image before you =Counselor. All you are seeing is arranged photo's, displaying an image =on a flat surface.
=XOMacMer says:
=CNS: Yes, this is one of the reasons why I went to space =to begin with, the beauty of so many of the objects... and planets...
=EMH says:
=::blinks again and grabs the desk:: self: this is not =good..
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Set scanners to begin detecting energy signatures, =full spectrum.
=EO_Woo says:
=::enters turbolift:: Computer: Deck 4.
=EMH says:
=::totally fizzles out and goes poof:: self: help..=20
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Runs the data through the computer for conformation of =what she is seeing::
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Looks over at Jerhaz and almost joking says:: ="Fascinating"
=XOMacMer says:
=::Trying not to smirk in response to CNS/Doctor =interplay....::
=EO_Woo says:
=::exits turbolift; turns, enters sickbay; looks for EMH::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz:  It would appear that the mass/volume/density =readings are not adding up here.  There is not enough mass for the =density and volume being recorded.
=EO_Woo says:
=Computer: Activate the EMH.=20
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=::appears in a gold dress and grins at the EO::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Looking over to Science...??::=20
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=EO: what’s the medical emergency sugar?
=EO_Woo says:
=::gasps inwardly:: EM_Dabo-Girl:: Err... yikes... ::takes =out tricorder; scans EM_Dabo-Girl::
=Jerhaz says:
=::Transfers the data to her console:: ACSO: Begin trying to identify the compounds elements located in the comet and =relate to any known phenomenon. There may be a mass displacement...
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Sets the scanners to detecting the energy signature, =full spectrum::  Jerhaz:  The energy signature is definitely =artificial... odd...
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=::tilts head and smiles:: EO: I seem to be unstable at =the moment
=EO_Woo says:
=EM_Dabo-Girl: Yes, it would appear that way. Computer, =run a diagnostic on the EMH program.
=Jerhaz says:
=XO/CTO: In light of such an unexplained situation, would =Starfleet protocol not require us to switch to a yellow alert status?
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz: OooKkkk... ::enters the new data into the =computer and changes the parameters::
=XOMacMer says:
=CSO: Are there any temporal phase shifts?
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=<Computer> that program does not exist.. please restate =query..
=EO_Woo says:
=Computer: What? Computer, what is this holoprogram that =is activated in Sickbay?
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=::grins and looks around the room:: EO: oh.. ::looks back =at the EO:: this isn't Harold’s night club..
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=<Computer> No Program is currently running
=XOMacMer says:
=::Thinking a moment, then;: CTO: I concur, put us on =yellow alert.
=CTO_Somak says:
=XO/Jerhaz: I would agree.
=CTO_Somak says:
=::activates yellow alert::
=Host Erryn says:
=ACTION: LES10093A does nothing unusual.
=EO_Woo says:
=SELF: Oh, lord...
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=XO:  Not that I can detect...  ::glances at Jerhaz to =include her::  I can't seem to get a clear reading on the comet's =interior.  The comet’=20s material seems to be scattering the short range sensors as well as =disrupting the LRS.
=CEO_Russel says:
=::notices the yellow alert.::
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=::looks at the ceiling:: EO: Dabo! who won?
=Jerhaz says:
=FCO: Readjust course, align us for optimal scans of the =comet.
=EO_Woo says:
=::turns around:: EM: Okay, you're not really a dabo-girl, =at least not here you're not. Just sit down on that biobed, and let me =think.
=EO_Woo says:
=Computer: What happened to the EMH program?
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=EO: are you injured? I don't like to be left running..
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Eyes on the sensors:: XO/Jerhaz:  It is possible this =thing is hollow...
=XOMacMer says:
=CSO: You said something about the energy signature was =artificial... Any further specifics?
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=<Computer> Please restate query..
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Attempt to run multispacial scans. Plus set the =scanners to scan subspace...
=EO_Woo says:
=EM: Err, for the time being, I don't think it would be =wise to shut down your program... Okay, fine. Computer, reset the =holoemitters.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=XO:  Not yet.  I am running it through SF data.
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=::the Dabo Girl vanishes and there’s a short FZZZT =sound::
=XOMacMer says:
=FCO: Keep an eye on the course of the comet.  If anything =about it is artificial it may be able to change course.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::taps some additional keys:: Jerhaz:  attempting =multispacial scans now...
=EM_Dabo-Girl says:
=<Computer> reset complete.. EMH offline
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Focus on the image of the comet, stretching her mind =out towards it telepathically, trying to sense anything unusual...::::
=EO_Woo says:
=SELF: Whew... Okay... computer, reactivate the =EMH.=20
=XOMacMer says:
=CSO: While your doing 3 different things, can you also =put up a zoomed in visual on the big screen here?
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::glances as the computer gives her an answer::  XO:  =There is no current record of this energy in SF data base.
=EO_Woo says:
=Self: Uh-oh...
=EM_Klingon says:
=EO: (In Klingon) what’s your injury!
=EM_Klingon says:
=::looks the EO up and down::
=EO_Woo says:
=EM: I have no injury... but you do. And I am your doctor. =Please remain sitting. Computer, what program is being run right now?
=FCO_Teasley says:
=XO: Yes sir.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
==20Jerhaz/XO:  There appears to be a rather thin, but breathable atmosphere =inside the comet...  ::stands up and turns around::  Breathable but we =would be very cold.  It reads at 20C below C.
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::....but senses nothing more then the solid lifeless =object before the ship::
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Attempt to run a cross reference with all known =radiation types. There may be a correlation, with this being the exhaust =of something artificial.
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::aligns with the comet::
=EM_Klingon says:
=<Computer> Emergency Battle Medical Hologram TasKar 5
=EO_Woo says:
=::goes to console; runs diagnostic on holoemitters::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Reaches behind her and hits the key to have the comet =zoom in on the screen::
=EO_Woo says:
=Computer: Where did this program come from? Who created =it? ::continues diagnostic::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Reading the CSO's intent:: CSO: If anyone winds up =going over there, I would want them to be in full environmental =suits.... and with an armed guard...
=EM_Klingon says:
=EO: if you are not injured why are you here? We have a =great battle to fight!
=Jerhaz says:
=::Listens to the ACSO:: ACSO: It may be due to the lack =atmosphere around the comet.
=EO_Woo says:
=EM: Not now we don't... I guess Klingon doctors don't =value the Hippocratic oath much...
=Jerhaz says:
=::Thinks the energy signature looks familiar, but can't =put her Vulcan tongue to it...::
=CNS_Farrel says:
=XO: Sir, I'm not sensing any presence on the comet...it =should be empty.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::smiles at Jason::  XO:  Of course...  ::Looks at him a =bit longer then turns to Jerhaz request::
=EO_Woo says:
=Computer: What are the results of the diagnostic?
=EM_Klingon says:
=<Computer> Program was installed at launch date.. last =night by Engineer Bob Zimmerman
=EO_Woo says:
=<computer> EO: The holoemitters are online.
=XOMacMer says:
=CSO: Are there any energy fluctuations?  Or a field?  I =don't want anything causing us any trouble.... and that includes trouble =with a transporter lock!
=EM_Klingon says:
=::picks up a tricorder and bites into it:: self: hmm.. =this will do.. ::turns it on::
=EO_Woo says:
=Self: Yesterday? Okay, doctor, wait here, I have to talk =to someone.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::After a moment looks back up at the Vulcan::  Jerhaz:  =Nothing unusual there except for the odd energy reading.  It does not =appear to be dangerous, just very cold.
=EM_Klingon says:
=::grunts at the EO and looks over a list of the ships =medical supplies::
=EO_Woo says:
=Walks into sickbay office:: COMM: Starbase 185: =Zimmerman: Dr. Zimmerman. I'm Ensign Woo, from the Artemis, I'd like to =talk to you about your.. work.
=CTO_Somak says:
=ACSO: Have your scans found any life forms?
=EM_Klingon says:
=::Raises an eyebrow and sends an updated medical supply =request to OPS::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=XO:  From what I can tell, a narrow confinement beam =should be able to get an AT in.  But we may need to take a pattern =enhancer with us to get us back out.
=EO_Woo says:
=<Zimmerman> COMM: Artemis: EO: Uh-oh...
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::keeps in line with the comet::
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Are you confident that the computer was no able to =analyze the energy signature? ::Is sure there should be some reference, =it seems to familiar::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz:  I have altered the parameters and checked with =all current data.  There is no match.
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Re-confirm.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::glances at the CTO::  CTO:  Not yet... not to say there =are none, just I am not picking anything up.  The comet is distorting =some of our readings.
=EO_Woo says:
==20COMM: Starbase 185: Zimmerman: I have a slight problem with the EMH. =Something was done yesterday, the EMH seems to be altering its =subroutines. According to the computer, YOU altered it yesterday.
=XOMacMer says:
=CTO: What would you think of us sending an away team to =check out in person what is causing the artificial energy signal?
=EO_Woo says:
=<Zimmerman> COMM: Artemis: Woo: Ridiculous. I do not have =the time to meddle with individual EMH programs. Now, if you don't mind, =I am quite busy. Zimmerman out.
=EO_Woo says:
=::screen blacks out::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::sighs at Jerhaz and holds her tongue.  Re-enters the =request.  After a moment looks back up::  Jerhaz:  None.
=EO_Woo says:
=EM: Aaugh, this is so frustrating! Explain yourself, why =are you changing your subroutines??
=CTO_Somak says:
=XO: When would you need one?
=Jerhaz says:
=XO: A team assembled to research this atmosphere would be =advised. A team may be able to get better readings then your untrained =Science Staff...
=XOMacMer says:
=Jerhaz: That's what I'm thinking,
=EM_Klingon says:
=::stares long and hard at the EO and then back at the =PADD.::
=XOMacMer says:
=CTO: What is your recommendation?
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::hopes the ACSO didn't hear that one::
=EM_Klingon says:
=::fizzles again and goes poof::
=EM_Klingon says:
=:: the PADD hits the floor::
=EO_Woo says:
=::sighs in resignation; bends over, picks up PADD::
=CTO_Somak says:
=XO: 3 Tactical Officer's, 2 science. Possibly with some =heavy scanning equipment.=20
=EO_Woo says:
=EMH: ah, doctor!
=EMH says:
=::bloops back on and blinks::
=Jerhaz says:
=::Downloads the data into her PADD:: CTO: I will be =requiring to attend this team, as a trained specialist.
=EMH says:
=EO: it's about time you got here! fix me!
=XOMacMer says:
=CTO: I concur with the 3 tactical officers. We'll use =however many science as the Doctor needs.  Also I want a pattern =enhancer with the team.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Looks at the Vulcan::  Jerhaz:  You are rather rude for =a Vulcan ::Raises her eyebrow::
=EO_Woo says:
=EMH: Well, I have been trying for the past half hour. =Don't you have a self-diagnostic subroutine installed =somewhere?=20
=XOMacMer says:
=CTO: Since OPS is not on the bridge, could you set up the =team?=20
=EMH says:
=EO: I was running it when all.. ::motions in frustration: =THIS happened!
=CTO_Somak says:
=XO: Aye, sir.
=XOMacMer says:
=CTO: Also, we might want an engineer on the team.... in =case it is artificial there may be alien technology involved.
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: I am just stating the obvious, Lieutenant. ::She =states flatly::
=EO_Woo says:
=Computer: Is the EMH program running?
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz:  No, you are not.=20
=EMH says:
=<Computer> affirmative
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Looks over at Jason::
=EO_Woo says:
=Computer: And was the EMH program running several minutes =ago?
=EMH says:
=<Computer> affirmative
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Looks at Jerhaz and Bryn, sensing the rising tension, =turns to the XO:: XO: Maybe I should go along with them sir...
=XOMacMer says:
=::Looking back to CSO:: CSO: Who do you recommend go out =of Science?
=EO_Woo says:
=EMH: Well, it seems you're okay for now... run another =diagnostic just to be safe.
=EMH says:
=<Computer> sub-routine 23-56H is malfunctioning.. =holomatrix.. ::FFFzzzt::
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::keeps up with the comet::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Considers a moment::  XO:  Lt. Rameriz, Lt. Querog.
=EO_Woo says:
=Self: no, no, no...
=Jerhaz says:
=CNS: Your services will not be needed. ::Shuts down her =console::
=EMH says:
=EO: oh no.. do something!!
=XOMacMer says:
=CNS ::Smiling to ensure there is no insult involved::  =And what would you be bringing to the party?  Or is it just to view the =scenery?
=EO_Woo says:
=Computer: Disable the EMH diagnostic subroutine
=CTO_Somak says:
=*CEO/SCI 1/Sci 2/Tac1/Tac2*: Please report to Transporter =Room 1 for an Away Team. Extreme Weather conditions.=20
=EM_Homer_Simpson says:
=::looks at the EO::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Looking back to CSO:: CSO: Oh, so you'll be staying =here?
=CEO_Russel says:
=*CTO*:  Understood.
=EM_Homer_Simpson says:
=:screams and disappears:: EO: My doughnuts! =::Poof::=20
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Smiles:: XO: Well...I have to admit I am more then a =little curious to have a peak inside...but we don't know what we may =find over there sir...maybe I might be needed after all...
=EO_Woo says:
=EM: uh... ooh, nasty jaundice... Computer, temporarily =remove the EMH self-diagnostic subroutine.
=CEO_Russel says:
=::grabs an engineering kit and leaves ME.::
=EMH says:
=::looks at the EO a bit annoyed and takes a deep breath:: =EO: thank you.. ::straighten uniform::
=Jerhaz says:
=::Stands and stares at the XO:: XO: Commandeering, if you =could make your selection so I may begin investigating.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::gives him one of those looks::  XO:  Of course not.
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::tracks the comet's course::
=EO_Woo says:
==20EMH: Well, it appears that it is something wrong with your diagnostic =subroutine. I've disabled it. If you need to run any more diagnostics, =call me. I'll see if I can't fix this subroutine
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Looks over at Jerhaz:
=CEO_Russel says:
=::Enters the TL.:: TL: Deck 5.
=EMH says:
=EO: I'll keep that in mind.. thank you.. now.. when was =your last Physical?
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Yes Lieutenant? ::Looks a little puzzled at the =ACSO::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Turning back to CNS to hide his grin suppression attempt:: CNS: Since we do not have any indication of a contact =with an alien species, I think it would be best if you admired the view =from here, this time.
=EO_Woo says:
=EMH: If you experience any more problems... ::cut off by =the EMH:: Uh, a month ago...
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz:  You want to go and come back or just go?
=EMH says:
=::picks up a PADD from the bio-bed where Woo put it:: EO: =then your over do.. please take a seat..
=EO_Woo says:
=EMH: Overdue?? Err, sorry, but I'm still on duty. I will, =however, come back when I am off duty... is that all right?
=EO_Woo says:
=::pushed by the EMH onto the biobed::
=CNS_Farrel says:
=XO: Aye sir... ::Sighs but smiles lightheartedly::
=CEO_Russel says:
=::Exits TL.  Walks to TR1.::
=EMH says:
==20::looks up from the PADD with a straight face and pauses a long time:: =EO: considering your last exam.. that will be when I need to replace a =limb.. fine run along.. but if you need a new limb don't misplace it..
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Sends a request to the team along with supplies and =orders to meet in TR1 in five minutes::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Turns back to the CTO:: CTO: Would transporting over be =better, or would taking a shuttle?
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: I would like to complete my mission, if you are =capable of adding experience, I advice you join the team and keep your =comments to yourself.
=EMH says:
=::turns and heads for the CMO's office.. mumbling in =Klingon::
=EO_Woo says:
=EMH: Thank you, doc. I will keep a constant tab on your =program, of course... good day. ::leaves sickbay, heads for turbolift::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz: Ah... but if I keep my comments to myself, you =won't know what is going on, now would you?
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::walks over to Jason::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Studiously ignoring the interplay between the Doctor =and the CSO....::
=CTO_Somak says:
=XO: I have no recommendation. Either will do.
=EO_Woo says:
=::enters turbolift:: Computer: Deck 16.
=XOMacMer says:
=;;Turning to Bryn:: CSO: Would you rather teleport over, =or take a shuttle?
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Your human need to impress is wasted Lieutenant.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=XO:  Pity Vraylle could not stay ::sigh::  I would rather =take a shuttle.=20
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz:  Impress what?  Surely not you...
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=XO: However, there does not seem to be an advantage... =unless I missed something.  ::glances back at Jerhaz::
=XOMacMer says:
=CSO: Alright, but we'll maintain a transport lock the =entire time, and you'll still have an enhancer with you.
=EO_Woo says:
=::enters ME; looks around for CEO:: Sir? Computer, =where's the CEO?
=EO_Woo says:
=<computer> The CEO is on an away mission.
=Host Erryn says:
=ACTION: Comet LES10093A continues to do nothing other =than obey the laws of inertia while the Doctor and CSO bicker.
=CTO_Somak says:
=Whoever is going: Whenever you are ready.
=XOMacMer says:
=CTO: Who is the senior officer in the team?
=EO_Woo says:
=::sighs:: Self: Very well. I guess I have to do a =diagnostic on the RCS thrusters anyways...
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: You have run your own scans Lieutenant. I am =confident that you are intelligent enough to read terran languages.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Jerhaz:  Actually, I can read multiple languages, =including Vulcan... if you are having any difficulty.=20
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Follows after the CTO::
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: Yet by your performance, it has proved the fact =that some officers to 'slip through the cracks' as humans =say.=20
=CTO_Somak says:
=Jerhaz/CSO: There is no need for your feudal fighting.
=FCO_Teasley says:
=ASCO, Jerhaz: If you two want to fight I get my boxing =program on the holodeck going but until then let's focus on our mission
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::looks at CTO::  CTO:  We are not fighting?  Feudally or =otherwise.  Just a difference of opinion on logic it would appear.
=Jerhaz says:
=::Glares at the CTO and FCO, as well as a Vulcan can::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::steps out of the TL and heads for TR1::
=Jerhaz says:
=CTO: I must concur with your Science Officer. She show a =unique opinion.
=CTO_Somak says:
=*XO*: I suggest the CSO.
=Jerhaz says:
=::Follows the team into the transporter room::
=XOMacMer says:
=::wondering why the CTO hasn’t answered him:: CTO: =Who all is going on the team?=20
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::goes back to the helm::=20
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Glances at her team, then goes suit up in her =environmental suit::
=Jerhaz says:
=Team: Prepare for beam down. ::Goes to suit up into an =EVA suit::
=CEO_Russel says:
=::sees the rest of the team enter the TR.::
=CTO_Somak says:
=::picks up a compression rifle, hands one to the tactical =officers.::
=CEO_Russel says:
=::Goes and puts on an environmental suit on.::
=Host ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Checking her team while they check her, she bends =down to pick up her gear::  CTO: We are set.=20
=XOMacMer says:
=*Away Team*: Ok, this is a Science mission, and as such under Doc. Jerhaz's direction. = However at the first sign of trouble I expect the CTO to take command =and get the team back to the ship in one piece.
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Gets up and walks over to the "Mission Ops" station at =the side of the bridge, and converts it to monitor away team mode::
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::checks the science station::
=Jerhaz says:
=::Tries not to look smug at the XO's announcement::
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::sees if there is anything new on the comet::
=XOMacMer says:
=CNS: Do you know how to pilot a shuttle?
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Looks over at Jerhaz's expression without surprise, =then steps up onto the pad::
=CTO_Somak says:
=::steps onto the pad, cradling the rifle::
=CEO_Russel says:
=::Steps onto the pad.::
=CNS_Farrel says:
=XO: not manually...but I’m familiar with the =autopilot...=20
=Jerhaz says:
=::Takes the required supplies and hands a pack to the =ACSO and steps on the PADD.::
=XOMacMer says:
=::Stepping over to tactical, making sure the Tech keeps a =transporter lock on the away team...::
=Jerhaz says:
=AT: Once we beam down, prepare for my orders. We will =begin with radiogenic scans...
=Host ACSO_Bryn says:
=::Taking the other pack looks in surprise at Jerhaz::  =Jerhaz:  Don't you think one is enough.  ::puts it down beside her... =just in case::
=XOMacMer says:
=*EO*: The CEO is going on an away team, that puts you in =charge of engineering.  I would like you to warm up a shuttle incase we =need to do an old fashioned rescue...
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::taps at the console, locking the overview screen at her =station onto the four Comm badges of the AT::
=EO_Woo says:
=*XO* Understood, sir.
=XOMacMer says:
=::Returning to "big chair", sitting down, trying not to =be too much of a mother hen over the AT::
=Jerhaz says:
=ACSO: We will need all of this equipment. TransChief: =Energize...
=XOMacMer says:
=CNS: Well be ready incase we need to fly them out of =there....
=Host Erryn says:
=ACTION: The AT transports to the frigid interior of the =comet....
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Looks at the XO:: XO: I'll keep a close eye on them =from mission ops sir.
=FCO_Teasley says:
=::lets the XO have the big chair::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=Joy....
=Host Erryn says:
==20ACTION: The AT materializes to quite a sight. Rows of frosty translucent =cylinders line the interior walls of the hollowed out portion of the =comet, disappearing into the mists of cold fog.
=Jerhaz says:
=@::Rematerializes on the planet:: CEO: Begin to set up =the transport enhancer, ACSO: Begin scans.
=CNS_Farrel says:
=::Checks if the Transporter lock is intact on the AT...::
=CTO_Somak says:
=@Tac: Form up. ::looks at one of them:: You take point.
=CEO_Russel says:
=@Jerhaz:  Aye.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=@::As she materializes, opens her scanner and activates =it::
=Jerhaz says:
=@::Looks around the interior of the comet, trying to =analyze what she's seeing::
=CEO_Russel says:
=@::Sets up the pattern enhancers.::
=Jerhaz says:
=@CTO: We will begin scans from here. Set up a perimeter. =::Turns to a Tac:: Tac: Keep within sight range.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=@Jerhaz:  I am receiving faint bio-signatures from those =cylinders over there...  ::points::
=Jerhaz says:
=@ACSO: Attempt to cross-reference with known Starfleet =Lifeforms...
=CTO_Somak says:
=@Jerhaz: Understood.
=CTO_Somak says:
=@::moves his officers into a triangle around the team::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=@::looks at Jerhaz, then shrugging, walks closer to the =cylinders::
=Host Erryn says:
=ACTION: The cylinder the ACSO approaches is covered =with a thin layer of frost, concealing the contents.
=CNS_Farrel says:
=XO: Transporter lock is holding sir.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=@::Sends her incoming data to the Artemis::
=CEO_Russel says:
=@Jerhaz:  Pattern enhancers are ready.
=XOMacMer says:
=::Brings up a split screen, one of the area space scans, =the other a feed from the Away team...::
=EO_Woo says:
=::activates systems of a shuttlecraft from ME console; =readies for emergency::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=@::looking at the frost, reaches up a hand and wipes some =of it away::
=Jerhaz says:
=@::Walks up with the ACSO:: CTO: Contact your vessel. =Inform your superior that we have found lifeforms.
=Jerhaz says:
=@ACSO: Stand aside. ::Moves in to look at where the ACSO =moved the frost away::
=Host Erryn says:
=ACTION: She sees a creature that resembles a cross =between a small squid and a cougar, seemingly in a state of suspended =animation.
=CTO_Somak says:
=@*XO*: Sir, as I suspected there are lifeforms here.
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=@::to herself::  most... interesting.  ::Looks at Jerhaz, =and steps aside::
=CEO_Russel says:
=@::looks at the cylinders.::
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=@::Walks over to another cylinder and wipes away some its =frost to look inside::
=Host Erryn says:
=ACTION: The second contains something that looks =vaguely Cardassian, but furry.
=Jerhaz says:
=::Mutters:: ACSO: Fascinating...
=ACSO_Bryn says:
=@::to self::  Now this really is odd in deed....
=FCO_Teasley says:
=Jerhaz: Doc, there's no bad blood between you and the =CSO, is there?
= Host Erryn says:
=ACTION: Each new cylinder contains a different =lifeform, all unfamiliar, with very few repeats.
= ACSO_Bryn says:
=@Jerhaz:  This cylinder contains a different life form.
= Jerhaz says:
=@ACSO: The energy signature appears to be what it =containing these life-forms...
= XOMacMer says:
=::trying not to worry too much, just because his =fiancée is down there....::
= CEO_Russel says:
=@::Walks toward the cylinders.::
= CTO_Somak says:
=@All: If these things get out, they may become hostile.
= ACSO_Bryn says:
=@::continues to check the various cylinders::
= Jerhaz says:
=@::Wonders what all these creatures are doing here...on a =comet, flying through space, and how long they've been here::
= CEO_Russel says:
=@Jerhaz:  The energy signature seems to be coming from =some sort of vacuum energy device.
= Host Erryn says:
=<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause =Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>=20
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